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Abstract

This note explains the rationale behind the nextfastfft function in

LTFAT, and backs this by some timings done on a standard desktop PC.

1 Rationale

The basic form of the FFT algorithm works by splitting the problem into sub-
problems, computing the FFT of each subproblem, and then combining the
result. This is the classical divide-and-conqueror approach [1], which gives the
FFT an O (N logN) running time. The success of this scheme depends crucially
on the size of the input: it should be possible to split the input into pieces of
equal size. The more possible splittings, the fewer �ops the algorithms use. If
the input size is a large prime number, the traditional approach will not work,
but there do exists fast algorithms even for this case [3]. For this reason, sizes
of FFTs are often choosen to be powers of 2, because this leads to the most
e�cient algorithm. In many applications, the actual FFT size is not important,
as long as it is longer than the size of the input. Therefore Matlab and Octave
o�ers the nextpow2 function for �nding the next larger problem size that is a
power of 2.

Matlab and Octave use both use the �Fastest Fourier Transform in the West�
(FFTW, see [2]), which is an open source e�ciant FFT implementation. The
running time of FFTW for a range of problem sizes is shown on Figure 1a. The
large variation of the running time between di�erent problem size is apparent.

A modern FFT implementation like the one o�ered by FFTW contains spe-
cial code to handle splittings not only of size 2, but also for sizes 3, 5 and 7.
This makes the nextpow2 method seem overly pessimistic, as it may potentially
double the problem size, where a faster and smaller problem could be solved
instead. For this reason, LTFAT [4] includes the nextfastfft function, which
will return the next higher number that is solely comprised of prime factors 2, 3,
5 and 7. Figure 1b shows the running time of FFTW if the nextpow2 method or
the nextfastfft method is used. Some important conclusions can immidiatly
be seen:

1. Using either method gives a guaranteed low running time, which is much
lower than the running time for the �bad� cases.
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(a) The running time for all FFT-sizes
from 1 to 10.000. The results are averages
of 1000 runs.
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(b) The running time for all FFT-sizes
from 1 to 10.000.

Figure 1: Timings of FFTW done on a an Intel Core2 Duo 1.6 GHz cpu.

2. The nextfastfft method is usually the fastest if the nextpow2 method
would yield a large increase in problem size. This reverses if the problem
size is slightly below a factor of 2.

3. The running time of the problem sizes predicted by nextfastfft is not
increasing monotonically, sometimes a larger problem size executes faster.
However, the di�erence is small compared to the variability among all
problem sizes.

2 Implementation

The current implementation uses a table lookup to �nd the exact solution for
all problem sizes smaller than 220 = 1048576. For problem sizes larger than this
number, the problem size is �rst reduced by factors of 2, until it is smaller than
220. The table is computed only the �rst time the function is run. For problem
sizes smaller than 220 the table contains 1286 entries, and it is searched by a
simple bisection method.

Figure 2a shows the sizes returned by nextfastfft compared to using
nextpow2. As can be seen, the nextfastfft approach gives FFT sizes that
are much closer to the input size. Figure 2b shows the highest output/input
ratio for varying input sizes. As can be seen, the e�ciency is better for larger
input values, where the output size is at most a few percent larger than the
input size.
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(a) Problem sizes predicted by
nextpow2 compared to nextfastfft.
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(b) The highest output/input
ratio for varying input sizes of
nextfastfft.

Figure 2: Predicted sizes of nextfast�t (this is the output from the
demo_nextfastfft).

possible algorithms for nextfastfft.
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